
Through the BES Fellowship, individuals deeply
committed to transforming education embark on a multi-
year process to design, found, and lead an anti-racist,
high-quality public school that reflects and responds to
community need.

Strong schools rest on the shoulders of  strong leaders. 

Now more than ever, BES is working alongside local
partners and intentionally identifying diverse leaders
with a strong vision for schooling who place
community need and input at the center of their
work.

The BES Fellowship

8 out of 10 leaders who
founded schools in the
last 10 years are still
leading their schools.

Approx. 2/3 of schools
founded by BES leaders
outperform their local
counterparts on state
assessments.

83% of Fellows in our 2020-2022 cohorts identify as
leaders of color. We know that diverse leadership, where
leaders share racial and cultural identities with their
students and communities, matters.

Upon completion of the training year, all
Fellows, regardless of track, partner with a
dedicated BES coach who works closely with
leaders during their planning year (if
applicable) and first two years of operation.
This coaching program, called Follow On
Support, ensures that schools start strong
and stay strong.

Follow On Support

Fellowship Opportunities
For the 2022-23 school year, opportunities include, but are 
not limited to:

Build Track
Fellows found and lead a fresh-start public charter school.
• Character and Equity Fellows

Fellows found a school with character and equity at the 
core of its model.

• Community Co-Design Fellows
Fellows co-design a school alongside a community design
team over a period of two years of Fellowship training,
compared to the standard one year in other tracks.

Growth Track
Fellows found and lead the replication or expansion of an 
existing school.

Autonomous School Track
Fellows found and lead an autonomous in-district school.

Fast Facts
For two decades, BES has supported leaders to found
200+ schools in 50 cities across 20 states and
Washington, DC, educating63,000+ students.

Learn more at bes.org/fellowship.


